TECHNICAL STATUS REPORT

Goals and objectives for project
The objective of the PACT (Power-aware Architecture and Compilation Techniques) project is to develop power-aware compiler and CAD tool support. The goal is to take DOD applications written in C and generate power-and performance-efficient code for systems utilizing the architectural power-aware techniques developed. The specific goals of the PACT project are to:
(1) Develop novel compiler concepts at various levels that can reduce the total energy consumption in specific applications by factors of 10-100X over conventional, nonpower-aware architectures; (2) Develop compiler techniques to automate the process of generating efficient code that is within a factor of two of the best manual approach with respect to optimizing power under performance and resource constraints; (3) Demonstrate the usefulness of the compiler concepts on some real applications. We will target specific algorithms/applications that are of interest to DOD
The project URL is at:
http://www.ece.nwu.edu/cpdc/PACT/PACT.html
Effort of Various PACT Project Tasks and Status
The PACT project originally consisted of three research tasks, architecture, compiler and CAD. However, in January 2002, we were directed by DARPA to terminate our effort in architecture and in the CAD areas with reduced total funding.
Task A: Power-aware architectural approaches (100% complete)
In this task we developed power aware architectural approaches for:
• Power aware on chip buses • Power aware memory hierarchies • A framework to evaluate heterogeneous embedded systems for performance and energy consumption
Task B: Power-aware compilation strategies (100% complete)
In this task, we have developed a compiler that will take general C programs and generating power aware codes for three targets:
• General purpose embedded processor such as the StrongARM • General purpose field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs)
• General purpose application specific integrated circuits (ASICs)
Task C: Power-aware CAD tools for power estimation and synthesis (100% complete)
Research on power aware CAD tools has been pursued in two distinct directions • Development of improved strategies for power optimization and management • Development of improved design methodologies and design philosophies for better estimation and optimization
Quarterly Milestones for Entire Project
We now list the quarterly milestones in a quarter by quarter format for the entire project and how it relates to each task.
The PACT project consisted of two major tasks and extended over 3 years. We provide below a list of milestones that we planned to accomplish in each of the 12 quarters in various tasks.
Sep. 30, 2000:
• Task • • Task We now report on various research results we have obtained in the area of power-aware architecture.
Power-aware off-chip data bus
Power consumption is becoming increasingly important for both embedded and highperformance systems. Off-chip data buses can be a major power consumer. We present a strategy called "power protocol" that tries to reduce the dynamic power dissipation on off-chip data buses. To accomplish this, our strategy reduces the number of bus lines that need to be activated for data transfer by employing a small cache (called "value cache") at each side of the off-chip data bus. These value caches keep track of the data values that have recently been transmitted over the bus. The entries in these caches are constructed in such a way that the contents of both the value caches are the same all the time. When a data value needs to be transmitted over the bus, we first check whether it is in the value cache of the sender. If it is, we transmit only the index of the data (i.e., its value cache address) instead of the actual data value and, the other side (receiver) can determine the data value by using this index and its value cache. Our experimental results using a set of fifteen benchmark codes from embedded systems domain show that power protocol is very effective in practice [3, 6] , and reduces the bit switching activity on the data bus by as much as 70.7% (with a value cache of 128 entries). We also present results from an implementation that combines our strategy with 1-to-2 encoding, a popular bus encoding strategy for low power. Our results indicate that this combined optimization strategy reduces bit switching activity by 67.8% on the average (across all benchmarks). These reductions in bit switching activity lead to more than 7% reduction on overall system energy on the average for a value cache of 256 entries. We also study the sensitivity of our savings to the value cache capacity and data cache capacity.
Power-aware memory hierarchy
In recent years, both performance and power have become key factors in efficient memory design. We propose a systematic approach to reduce the energy consumption of the entire memory hierarchy. We first evaluate an existing power-aware memory system where memory modules can exist in different power modes, and then propose on-chip memory module buffers, called Energy-Saver Buffers (ESB), which reside in-between the L2 cache and main memory. ESBs reduce the additional overhead incurred due to frequent resynchronization of the memory modules in a low-power state. An additional improvement is attained by using a model that dynamically resizes the active cache based on the varying needs of a program. Our experimental results demonstrate that an integrated approach can reduce the energy-delay product by as much as 50% when compared to a traditional non power-aware memory hierarchy.
A framework to evaluate heterogeneous embedded systems for performance and energy consumption
We present an application-initiated strategy that aims to control the energy consumption, while simultaneously enhancing the performance of a multi-resource heterogeneous embedded system. We assess the benefits of using this strategy by means of a traditional evaluation framework. Even though the overall benefits and improvements are apparent, the performance-energy trade-offs are not prominently noticeable when the traditional framework is used during evaluation. Hence, we propose a framework based on a new metric called energy-resource efficiency (ERE). ERE defines a link between the performance and energy variations in a system. This metric also serves as a guide to determine the amount of resources needed to attain the desired performance and energy behavior. Our experimental results clearly indicate that a heterogeneous system running an application-aware strategy, when correctly calibrated using ERE, leads to great performance and energy gains.
Characterizing and improving energy-delay tradeoffs in heterogeneous communication systems
Communication systems with multiple computing resources are gaining popularity. These devices consume a considerable amount of energy, and require that the system resources be fully utilized at all times. We aim to reduce the energy consumption and also improve the system utilization by incorporating performance-enhancement and p oweroptimization techniques into a multi-resource heterogeneous communication system. We study the performance and energy improvements contributed by our techniques, using a traditional evaluation framework. However, this framework fails to clearly model the performance-energy tradeoffs in the system. Hence, we use a more relevant framework with a new metric named Energy-resource efficiency (ERE) to study these systems. ERE defines a link between the performance and energy variations in a system to clearly highlight the various performance-energy tradeoffs. Our experimental results show that, when ERE is used to calibrate the performance-energy tradeoffs, one can achieve up to 80% performance and energy gains in a power-aware heterogeneous communication system.
Task B: Power Aware Compiler
In this research we have developed a compiler that takes general C programs and generating power aware codes for three targets:
• General purpose embedded processor such as the ARM • General purpose field-programmable gatre arrays (FPGAs)
Development of the PACT Compiler Infrastructure
In this task, we have developed the PACT compiler which solved two problems: (1) it allowed users to develop algorithms in a high level language, namely C, and synthesize hardware designs onto FPGAs and ASICs. (2) it explicitly addressed low power issues during the high-level synthesis stages. The PACT compiler used the SUIF C Compiler from Stanford University as its C front-end. The PACT compiler is a fully modularized three-stage C to HDL Compiler (Figure 1 ). In the first stage, the C code is parsed into a high-level C type Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). At this stage, both power and performance optimizations may be performed. In general, these optimizations will not require specific information about an HDL representation or about the target architecture, such as precision analysis, constant-propagation, or loop unrolling. During the second stage, the C AST is converted into Finite State Machine (FSM) style HDL AST. Target architecture specific information is inserted into the AST in this phase. Again, power and performance optimizations can be performed. In general, these optimizations require specific information about clocks, cycles, or the target architecture, such as memory pipelining, and clock-gating. Finally, RTL code is generated in the back-end phase. This phase is not designed for optimization; however, if language-specific issues arise they are handled in this phase.
Figure 1: PACT compiler infrastructure
Most of the high-level power/performance optimization algorithms are implemented in the second stage of the PACT HDL compiler. First, it reads in the HDL AST and generates the CDFG graph. This graph is a hierarchical sequencing graph represented by basic blocks with its own local data flow graph and edges indicating the dependency relationship between them. After structural and data flow analysis, different optimization algorithms are applied aiming at different targets. IP core libraries can also be included for customized optimization. Finally, optimized HDL AST is generated.
Compiler Optimizations in the PACT HDL Behavioral Synthesis Tool
We have developed numerous compiler optimizations within the PACT compiler framework. We have developed techniques for building a Control and Data Flow Graph (CDFG) from a C program description using the SUIF framwork. We have developed numerous scheduling algorithms such as As Soon As Possible (ASAP), As Late As Possible (ALAP), Resource Constrained ALAP, and Resource Constrained ALAP algorithms. Furthermore we have developed compiler optimizations such as constant propagation, constant folding, common sub-expression elimination, pipelining, and dead code elimination on the CDFG representation. Several compiler algorithms for power and performance optimizations were presented. Experimental results show that for Constant PF and DE, an average of 15.9% power savings and 24.0% energy savings can be obtained for ASICs and 12.1% energy savings for FPGAs. The promising results show that the compiler optimizations can have a potential power savings and can gain good tradeoffs between power, energy, and performance. Figure 2 shows some results of these optimizations on ASICs. Figure 3 shows some results of these optimizations on FPGAs. 
Development of Power Aware Synthesis and Scheduling Algorithms
We have developed the ETAIP algorithm for power aware synthesis of designs for FPGAs and ASICs. ETAIP (Energy constrained Timing optimization Algorithm with IP core library) is one of the power optimization algorithms developed in the PACT compiler to utilize the benefit of IP cores. The basic idea of the ETAIP algorithm is to start with an assignment of the minimum energy IP core for each operation in the DFG. Subsequently, the algorithm finds the critical paths in the DFG. For all nodes in the critical path, it computes the increase in energy (IE) consumed if the IP core is replaced by a faster IP core for that operation. It also computes the decrease in cycle time (DC) if the IP core is replaced by a faster IP core for that operation. Among all the possible IP core replacements, the algorithm greedily selects the one which maximizes the IE/DC ratio. This step is repeated iteratively until there are no new IP cores found. The reason that we use the energy constraint instead of power constraint in the ETAIP algorithm is that we exploit clock-gating techniques and assume that the IP core does not consume power when it is inactive. Thus each IP core only consumes power during its execution cycles. A benchmark suite of four image processing codes and kernels was used to test and evaluate the ETAIP optimization algorithm withing the PACT compiler. The power and energy results of ETAIP algorithm for the innermost loop are displayed in Figure 4 , Figure 5 respectively. The performance of the ETAIP9 algorithm is always better than that of ETAIP1, especially for the ones with more resources, as they can efficiently leverage the parallelism of the original C program. The power and energy of the ETAIP9 algorithm is always larger than those of ETAIP1 since ETAIP1 optimizes the output with the smallest energy IP core binding. 
Handling Data Streams While Compiling C Programs Onto Hardware
Recently, there have been several efforts to develop compilers that synthesize applications written in high-level languages such as C into hardware. Streaming applications form an important class of systems that need to be mapped onto hardware. It is unclear how infinite data streams can be handled within the context of a C-based behavioral compiler. In this paper we present the modeling of stream and frame based applications in C and extend a behavioral synthesis tool framework to synthesize RTL models from the C descriptions. Individual C functions get synthesized onto individual IP blocks in the synthesis framework. This paper describes a system level approach for interfacing synthesized IP blocks. We describe how the behavioral synthesis tool automatically infers ports and generates the required handshaking signals for interfacing the IP blocks in the system and synthesizes top level of the system hierarchy. We also present ways to model parallelism among C functions which get translated to IPs working in parallel in the system. Results of the system level synthesis and simulation are presented for single IP systems for streaming data and frame-based data, and for multiple IP blocks having streaming and frame-based data.
Power Aware Interface Synthesis
A large portion of a system's power is consumed on the global on-chip busses. In this task, we addressed the problem of interface synthesis for a system-on-a-chip (SOC). We developed some techniques to minimize the power consumption on the interface while meeting the latency requirements. The focus was on bus-based designs using the AMBA protocol. An analysis of several bus-based designs was tried and the impact of the transformations on power and latency was investigated. Based on this analysis, a heuristic was proposed that addressed the problem of finding the number of layers for the bus and assigning components to each layer, so that the power is minimized. Results showed that the heuristic can produce a bus architecture that consumes less power than the single layer architecture.
Task C: Power-Aware CAD Tools
Research on power aware CAD tools has been pursued in two distinct directions
• Development of improved strategies for power optimization and management • Development of improved design methodologies and design philosophies for better estimation and optimization
Development of improved strategies for power optimization and management
Power optimization and management are key to success of modern integrated systems which are becoming largely mobile and cost critical. We developed novel and innovative strategies/algorithms for addressing power. These include innovative strategies for voltage scaling and gate sizing simultaneously in gate level designs, optimization and management of power in clock trees which comprise of a very large chunk of overall power dissipation, quick and accurate estimation models for enabling early in optimization and estimation, strategies for power management in distributed systems like sensor networks. Each of these contributions are described in detail as follows
• Gate Level Power Optimization Using Supply Voltage Scaling: The work presents an approach for applying two supply voltages to optimize power in CMOS digital circuits under the timing constraints. Given a technology-mapped network, we first analyze the power/delay model and the timing slack distribution in the network. Then a new strategy is developed for timing-constrained optimization issues by making full use of slacks. Based on this strategy, the power reduction is translated into the polynomial-time-solvable maximal-weightedindependent set problem on transitive graphs. Since different supply voltages used in the circuit lead to totally different power consumption, we propose a fast heuristic approach to predict the optimum dual-supply voltages by looking at the lower bound of power consumption in the given circuit. To deal with the possible power penalty due to the level converters at the interface of different supply voltages, we use a "constrained F-M" algorithm to minimize the number of level converters. We have implemented our approach under SIS environment. Experiment shows that the resulting lower bound of power is tight for most circuits and that the predicted "optimum" supply voltages are exactly or very close to the best choice of actual ones. The total power saving of up to 26% (average of about 20%) is achieved without degrading the circuit performance, compared to the average power improvement of about 7% by gate sizing technique based on a standard cell library. Our technique provides the power delay tradeoff by specifying different timing constraints in circuits for power optimization. Another work considers simultaneous voltage scaling and gate sizing for optimizing power. The key idea here is to gain more slack by performing gate sizing and use that extra slack for optimizing power through voltage scaling. Algorithms and complexity issues are discussed.
• Activity Driven Clock Design: In this work, we investigate reducing the power consumption of a synchronous digital system by minimizing the total power consumed by the clock signals. A clock network that distributes the synchronizing signal can incorporate for a significant portion of the overall chip power (20%-40%). Hence effective methods of reducing clock power are required. This work proposes clock gating for reducing clock power. We construct activity-driven clock trees wherein sections of the clock tree are turned off by gating the clock signals. Since gating the clock signal implies that additional control signals and gates are needed, there exists a tradeoff between the amount of clock tree gating and the total power consumption of the clock tree. We exploit similarities in the switching activity of the clocked modules to reduce the number of clock gates. Assuming a given switching activity of the modules, we propose three novel activity-driven problems: a clock tree construction problem, a clock gate insertion problem, and a zero-skew clock gate insertion problem. The objective of these problems is to minimize system's power consumption by constructing an activitydriven clock tree. We propose an approximation algorithm based on recursive matching to solve the clock tree construction problem. We also propose an exact algorithm employing the dynamic programming paradigm to solve the gate insertion problems. Finally, we present experimental results that verify the effectiveness of our approach. This paper is a step in understanding how highlevel decisions (e.g., behavioral design) can affect a low-level design (e.g., clock design).
• Power Optimization in Distributed Systems: Up until now, low power system approaches have been restricted to single physical system. Recent emergence of distributed embedded systems has created a need for power optimization across individual system boundaries. In particular a great deal of excitement has been generated by wireless adhoc sensor networks which integrate communication, computation and sensing elements into self organizing, adaptive and multifunctional systems. We also addressed power management in such systems. Focusing our attention on node scheduling for minimum degree coverage, we develop provably optimal polynomial time algorithms. Furthermore we analyze the scaling properties of the problem as the number of sensors increase. Interesting insights and observations were obtained.
• Early On Power Estimation: Effectiveness of early on power optimization is well known. But this optimization is heavily dependent on the quality of early estimation. Hence it is highly imperative to develop accurate models that are fast to evaluate so that they can be effectively used in high level power optimization techniques. Our work is a step in this direction. This work concentrates on quick evaluation techniques to estimate the quality of resource binding from a power point of view without performing the computationally expensive binding step in High Level Synthesis. A design flow that takes C codes from Media Bench Suite and performs scheduling and power driven binding is constructed. An iterative rescheduling and rebinding step for power improvement follows this. The design flow integrates commercial tools like Synopsys, VSS and academic compilers like SUIF in a common optimization framework. The input to resource binder is a scheduled Date Flow Graph (DFG). This data flow graph has many properties like number of edges, their density etc. Based on these simple figures of merit, three metrics are proposed for evaluating the quality of a DFG from a power point of view. The metrics had correlation as high as 0.95 and more than 0.75 for most test cases when compared to post binding power values. Optimizing for these metrics results in schedules with power dissipation very close to schedules with minimum power after binding and rescheduling. Results also show that metric evaluation is on an average 42.6 times faster than optimal binding and iterative power improvement. Hence these metrics enables fast design exploration at early stages.
Development of improved design methodologies and design philosophies for better estimation and optimization
The previous aspect of our research addressed algorithms and strategies for power optimization/estimation and management. A very important aspect of power optimization in specifically and design automation in general lies with the design flow itself. Typical VLSI CAD flow comprises of High Level Synthesis followed by Logic Synthesis and concluded by Physical Design. During each of these design steps, a pertinent cost function (like area, delay, power, wire-length etc) is optimized without any regard to its effect on other cost functions and overall design quality as a whole. In this research we embarked upon an ambitious project of re-evaluating the traditional design flow especially from a power point of view. We obtained some path-breaking results which are elaborated as follows
• SLACK: The Universal Optimization Objective: Slack is defined as the increase in delay on basic elements of a design (like gates or functional modules) which can be tolerated without violating the overall delay constraint. Higher the overall slack, better it is for design quality and design closure.
o Slack a new optimization metric for gate level designs: Our work proposes potential slack as a new metric for evaluating the quality of gate level designs. Given a gate level design and a delay constraint, potential slack is defined as the sum total of the increase in delay that can be tolerated for the design without violating the delay constraint. This extra tolerable delay could then be used to optimize other design metrics like power, routability etc. visits the problem from an algorithmic point of view by modeling the gate level design as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) . Notions of slack sensitivity and budget gradients are proposed to demonstrate the characteristics of the potential slack problem. We have evaluated the potential slack metric with various problems in VLSI CAD and demonstrates the effectiveness of potential slack in optimizing design metrics like power.
o Optimization and management of slack during high level synthesis: In this aspect of our research we evaluated slack from a high level synthesis point of view. The first work in this regard addresses the scheduling problem.
The scheduling problem associates a control step (clock step) to each operation of a data flow graph such that the timing and resource constraints are satisfied. In this work, we presented two scheduling approaches for DFGs. Firstly, an algorithm that produces schedules with maximum slack under no resource constraints is presented. Secondly the same problem is re-visited with resource availability as a constraint. Various theoretical aspects of the problem are evaluated.
The approach evaluates the post scheduling slack optimization and management problem. Essentially algorithms like our previous ones will produce schedules with large operation slack. This extra slack could be used/managed for getting better design quality and design closure. We propose algorithms which transform the operation slack to relaxed delay constraints for functional modules at RT-Level. A new metric called delay relaxation parameter (DRP) for RTL designs is proposed. DRP essentially captures the degree of delay relaxation that the design can tolerate without violating the clock constraint. This metric when optimized results in quicker design flow. Algorithms to optimize DRP are formulated and their optimality are investigated. These algorithms took a scheduled DFG as input and converted its operation slack into relaxed delay constraints. This was performed in two steps: delay budgeting and resource binding. First, the available slack after scheduling was converted into extra delay budgets for each operation without violating any of the data dependency or resource constraints. This extra operation delay was converted to relaxed delay constraints for functional modules through effective binding. Experimental results are conducted using a state of the art design flow with Synopsys Design Compiler followed by Cadence Place and Route. Our approach of optimizing DRP resulted in lesser design iterations and faster design closure as compared to designs generated through Synopsys Behavioral Compiler and a representative academic design flow. For most benchmarks, our approach resulted in faster clock frequency when compared with other approaches. Even when both approaches met the clock constraint, our approach was better in design quality (placement area, routing wirelength, number of vias). The overall design time was faster. These comparisons were made at layout level, therefore they represent real improvements. The relaxed delay constraints could also be used to optimize power through techniques like voltage scaling.
• Predictability: Definition Analysis and Optimization: The most significant contribution of this research has been the development of the philosophy of predictability applied to power optimization and estimation. System level power prediction is extremely hard due to the different and complex parameters involved. This research seeks to approach predictability by quantification of the error associated with estimation. We believe, if the cost function must be optimized, so should be the error. Such would be a predictability driven approach. Through our experiments we found that power predictability is strongly associated with the design structure and specifically resource binding. We propose, variance, as an effective measure for capturing predictability, hence an important optimization objective. Two approaches for optimizing power predictability are proposed. This philosophy of predictability was further advanced by generating tradeoff curves between power and predictability in RTL designs. Optimal pseudo-polynomial algorithms and approximation algorithms based on the knapsack problem were proposed and investigated.
o Predictability driven binding: The work addresses the problem of optimizing the predictability of power estimation in RTL designs through effective resource binding. Predictability is defined as the quantified for of accuracy. A predictability driven approach tries to optimize/maximize the predictability of various cost functions through different design decisions. Such an approach also tries to m odel cost functions as probability distributions in the presence of uncertainties and optimizes the likelihood of satisfying a delay constraint. A predictability driven approach will have many key subcomponents: estimation of future uncertainties, optimization of predictability, optimization of design constraint satisfiability are important ones among them. In this work we address the problem of predictability of power estimation in RTL designs. We propose effective resource binding techniques to solve the problem. The resource binding problem is modeled as a Min-Cost flow formulation on a compatibility graph. The nodes of this graph represent operations. Any two operations that can be potentially bound on the same resource have an edge between them. The cost on these edges signifies the unpredictability in power estimation if the corresponding operations are bound together. The Mincost formulation tries to minimize the overall unpredictability in the binding solution. This work was further extended to minimize the variance of the power distribution in RTL designs. To test our ideas, an experimental framework is built by integrated academic compilers like SUIF along with commercial tools like Synopsys Design Compiler and the VSS Simulator. Comparisons were made with traditional low power driven resource binding approach. Results showed that our approach was very effective in optimizing predictability (84% on average) at minimal power penalty. This increased predictability could be used to improve the quality of system level power management techniques.
o Predictability in RTL Designs: This work addressed the predictability of power dissipation in RTL designs but the approach is very different from earlier work. In this work we observed that if the delay constraint is stringent then the predictability in power dissipation is higher. This seems to be the case because a stringent delay constraint provides very little flexibility to low level tools hence the design space is severely constrained. This increases the predictability in power estimation although it comes with an increase in power dissipation. We present optimal pseudo-polynomial algorithm to optimize predictability through this strategy while keeping the power dissipation within a pre-specified budget. We further extend this approach and propose an approximation algorithm. Experimental results showed the effectiveness of this approach.
The big picture includes development of a complete predictability driven design methodology that not only optimizes the design quality but also the associated error. Such an approach would be more qualified to address the modern deep sub-micron problems especially from a power perspective. 
